Your cattle need access to more water. A cow can consume 30 gallons a day! Go back 4 spaces unless you have a Dirt Work card.

Large juniper trees are popping up all over your prairie, leaving less grass for the cattle and wildlife. Go back 1 space unless you have a Bulldozer card.

You allowed your cowdog ride in the pick up while checking on cows. Move ahead 1 space.

Feral Pigs have torn up part of your prairie – digging up grasses and making a huge mess. Go back 2 spaces unless you have a Hunting/Trapping Card.

To keep the prairie healthy, you need to decrease soil compaction, erosion and conserve wildlife habitat. Go back 3 spaces unless you have a Cattle Card.

After a large rain, a large piece of your prairie is showing erosion problems – the soil is leaving! Go back 4 spaces unless you have a Dirt Work card.

Your livestock are healthy and content. Move ahead 1 space.

Your prairie has been invaded by cedar and mesquite trees. Go back 5 spaces unless you have a Bulldozer or a Match Card.

The number of deer on your ranch has grown. Both the deer and your grass is looking thin. Go back 2 spaces unless you have a Hunting/Trapping Card.

You rewarded your favorite cowdog with a steak bone. Move ahead 2 spaces.

One of your pastures has been grazed to the ground and another pasture has grass 3 feet tall. Go back to the start unless you have a Cattle Card.

Your cattle have overgrazed a section of land and the diversity of plants have been reduced. Go back 2 spaces unless you have a Match Card.

A wildfire is easily contained because your livestock have controlled shrub growth. Move ahead 1 space.

Drought has left you with bare soils. Go back 1 space unless you have a Dirt Work card.

Your livestock help control poison oak in an area used for recreation. Move ahead 2 spaces.

Your prairie has been invaded by cedar and mesquite trees. Go back 5 spaces unless you have a Bulldozer or a Match Card.

You have plenty of surface water for your cow herd. Move ahead 3 spaces.

A wildfire is easily contained because your livestock have controlled shrub growth. Move ahead 1 space.

You have plenty of surface water for your cow herd. Move ahead 3 spaces.